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The effort of investigating the cul-
ture and mentality of centuries long past
has its own peculiar charm. however,
just like an attempt to understand
ancient Greek philosophy that someone
belonging to a different culture may
undertake through their own “axiolog-
ical lenses,” “distorting”1 thus, to some
extent, what is specific to the intellec-
tual life belonging to that culture, iden-
tifying the particular way in which the
spirit of the culture of yore developed
and understanding its characteristic sys-
tem of coordinates may similarly en -
coun ter—quite naturally, as it were—
various obstacles. this might be due,
firstly, to the difficulty with which some-
one belonging to a different era can
detach oneself from their own world-
view and concepts in order to enter a
world that is far removed from their sci-
entific and philosophical vocabulary.2

on the other hand, although bound
to produce merely tentative knowledge
and incomplete recreations,3 an inves-
tigation of this type may contribute to
the understanding of cultural personal-
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ities, of the mentality of an epoch: when entering such a “cultural dialogue,”4 a
historian or a philologist will have access not only to a world of physical objects,
but also to a symbolic universe. the object of research sends messages addressed
in a language that is peculiar to them, a language that is nothing but the mate-
rialization of the spirit of a bygone age,5 which researchers have a duty to observe
with their “mind’s eye,”6 because, in this way, they become capable of under-
standing a people or an era.

M oldavia’s reliGious life and literature during the second half of the
seventeenth century were dominated by the figure of the “most hum-
ble” dosoftei, the Metropolitan of Moldavia, whose complex per-

sonality and rich scholarly activity have generated, throughout time, a substan-
tial religious, historical and philological interest, romanian historiography seeking
to fully exploit his cultural legacy. dosoftei (1624–1693) entered the memory of
later generations through ion Neculce’s portrayal of him. in a very brief biog-
raphical remark on Neculce’s portrait, we should note that the ethnic origin of
dosoftei, whose lay name was dimitrie, has been much debated.7 Ştefan Ciobanu8

initially deemed his origins to have been ukrainian, but later revised his opinion,
claiming that dosoftei was of aromanian descent.9 another opinion that has been
put forth is that he came from a family of Macedonian romanians;10 more recent-
ly, based on the language of his books, conclusions have been drawn that the hier-
arch dosoftei was a “son of the Moldavian land,”11 having been born in Moldavia,
most likely in suceava.12 dosoftei apparently began his studies in iaşi and con-
tinued them, after the fashion of the time, in lviv,13 where he learned classical
languages, slavonic, Greek, Polish, and ukrainian, becoming one of the poly-
glots of his time.14 Back in his country, he took the habit at the monastery of
Probota, quickly climbing the rungs of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, so much so
that in 1658 he appeared in the documents of the time as Bishop of huşi, later
as Bishop of roman (between the years 1659 to 1671), while in 1671 he became,
under the reign of George duca, “archbishop and Metropolitan of suceava
and the Whole of Moldavia.”

shortly after his admission to the monastic order, dosoftei began his schol-
arly work.15 Compelling evidence16 has been brought that, around the year 1650,
he produced the first translation into romanian of herodotus’ Histories, which
appears to have been not only his first translation, but also one of the earliest
known european translations.17 this work is prefaced by 26 lines entitled “stihuri
predosloviei,” which foreshadow the later Psaltirea în versuri (verse Psalter),
and concludes with 29 moral-religious and political teachings by the Byzantine
emperor Basil the Macedonian. the series of translations continues with a Pateric
grecesc (Greek Patericon), with agapios landos’ book Mântuirea pãcãtoşilor (the



salvation of sinners), and with fragments from Viaþa şi minunile Sf. Vasile cel Nou18

(the life and miracles of st. Basil the New). While in exile19 in Poland (1686–1694),
he continued his poetic endeavors. longing for his country, he completed20 a new
version of the Poem about the princes of Moldavia, in which he extended their
list to include Constantin Cantemir and refuted simion dascãlu’s theory where-
by the romanians were the descendants of “roman criminals.” he then trans-
lated, from Neo-Greek into romanian, the famous Chronograph of Matthew
Kigalas, followed by a few verses from the Moldavian coat of arms and by oth-
ers that represented the introduction (prologue) to Cretan writer Georgios
hortatzis’s drama Erophile;21 this was also the time when he started translating
John damascene’s Dogmatic works into romanian.

in parallel with his activity as a translator, he also got involved in the theo-
logical dispute raging within the russian orthodox Church. Metropolitan Yasinski
of Kiev and Patriarch Joachim of Moscow urged him to translate from Greek into
slavonic-russian several dogmatic and liturgical works written by some holy
fathers and ecclesiastical writers,22 such as Against Heresies by simon, archbishop
of thessalonica, the Epistles of ignatius theophorus, st. John Chrysostom’s
Sermons and the History of the Church written by Patriarch Jeremias of
Constantinople.23

eventually, however, Metropolitan dosoftei—as Bishop of the romanian
Church in Moldavia—put his entire life in the service of his country’s cultural
interests.24 he tried to restore the printing press of vasile lupu, but the typo-
graphic material brought from the monastery of uniew, where he had printed
the Psalter, was insufficient to bring back into operation a ruined printing
press, so he called upon Patriarch Joachim of Moscow for help. his request
was not left unanswered. the patriarch sent him a new printing press,25 so that
he would be able to fulfill his desire of having the divine service books printed.

although in the absence of an explanation of their historical background,
any overview of the scholarly activities undertaken by dosoftei may compromise,
to some extent, the comprehension of the real effort that the bishop undertook
in the service of the romanian culture, we consider that even the mere listing
of the works printed under his direct guidance may help shape the profile of
the Moldavian hierarch. as already mentioned, the first texts we owe to the
erudite scholar of the seventeenth century were printed in uniew (ukraine) in
1673: the Verse Psalter and the Akathist to the Mother of God. Metropolitan dosoftei’s
name is also related to other religious books printed in iaşi: Dumnezãiasca Liturghie
(the holy liturgy, 1679), with its full text in romanian, Psaltirea slavo-românã
(the slavic-romanian Psalter, 1680), Molitvãnicul de înþãles (the Prayer Book
explained, 1681), Viaþa şi petreacerea svinþilor (lives of the saints, 1682–1686),
Octoihul (the octoechos, 1683?), and Parimiile (the Paroemia, 1683).26
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it has been more than three hundred years since the publication of dosoftei’s
works. accepting that, in a hermeneutic and semiotic-cultural research, the
reality of an object is, above all, symbolic rather than physical, we understand
that such a reality never ceases to demand interpretation and reinterpretation; the
act of recollecting the—sometimes forgotten—meaning of a book is accomplished
via the recourse to memory, which is also symbolic. furthermore, the imagina-
tion becomes a necessary element of authentic memory, because memory is no
longer considered a mere revival of the past, but a creative and constructive
process.27 the world of physical objects, books especially, may be partially sal-
vaged from vulnerability and oblivion through continuous remembrance.

together with the cross, the icon, and the temple, which are seen in the Middle
ages in their symbolic dimension of partaking of the heavenly through their
very material configuration,28 the book is also a carrier of the divine word. this
is not an ordinary book, but the holy book, the religious book that expresses a
hierophany. thus, there is an “ontological communion”29 between the sacred
and its material support, whether it is a matter of the sacraments, such as books,
icons, crosses, or of the human being. the books of this time deeply permeated
man’s life, and in the light of their own time, such books could take on an ambiva-
lent shade. on the one hand, they could be a reification of the divine word and,
therefore, of the deity; on the other hand, they were an instrument of the ritual
and exercise of piety, directly related to experiencing the religious feeling.30

Moreover, in order that these holy books might become accessible to the widest
possible audience, dosoftei, the Metropolitan of Moldavia, took the initiative
of interpreting “into the romanian language” the religious books found in church-
es, printing, in 1679, The Holy Liturgy and stating the primacy of his own
printing among the others of its kind. he asked for help, in this regard, from
the Patriarch Joachim of Moscow, from whom he requested a printing press.
however, the introduction of the romanian language in church served more than
strictly religious needs, reflecting the romanian scholars’ desire to enlist the
vernacular in the process of awakening the national consciousness, by positing
the romanian language as a language of culture.

the consequences of dosoftei’s cultural gesture are overwhelming; some the-
ologians consider that this was the moment when the romanian Church fulfilled
its purpose as a church of the oriental rite,31 even though, at that time, the
gesture of nationalizing the divine service must have seemed daring to some,
given that all the Christian churches still officiated in a “holier” language.
Nonetheless, the Moldavian Metropolitan cautioned his potential opponents,
showing to them, in the prefaces of his books, that a language that was unfamiliar
to its readers prevented the content of holy books from reaching their minds and
souls; furthermore, he openly admitted that he had simply followed the words
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of the apostle Paul, who demanded that the Christian truth be revealed. Moreover,
as he noted in the Lives of the Saints, the holy fathers helped people arrive at
the true faith; similarly, Metropolitan dosoftei strove tirelessly, throughout his
entire life, to render the word of God as closely as possible to the understand-
ing of the “rabble” (= ordinary people), using for that purpose the spoken
romanian language, “taken from the very mouth of the people.”32 since dosoftei,
the author, writes for a reader who is permanently present in the texture of the
book, it was natural that the communication instrument between narrator and
reader should be the very language of that reader. the repercussions of trans-
posing religious service texts into vernacular language are unparalleled, repre-
senting essentially a purely “humanist”33 gesture, which, by elevating the language
to the status of a “cultural vehicle,” already foreshadows a “new culture,”34

based on asserting the originality, specificity, and personality of both an individual
and an entire people.

T he first high hagiographic text of considerable length (1,000 pages)
in romanian culture, written in romanian with Cyrillic script, belongs
to Metropolitan dosoftei and was printed in iaşi between 1682 and 1684,

in four volumes; it was unfortunately unfinished because of the unfavorable
historical conditions which forced dosoftei into exile. this text bears the title
Viaþa şi petreacerea svinþilor35 (lives of the saints) or, as noted by the author
himself, Proloagele36 tuturor svinþilor (Prologues of all the saints).

dosoftei’s Prologues are usually called Lives of the Saints, using only one of
the titles the author set on their first page. according to the “Word to the reader,”
the translation was made from ancient Greek and Neo-Greek (“greceaşte” and
“ellineaşte”) into romanian (“rumâneaşte pre limbã prostã”) with great toil (“cu
lungã nevoinþã şi cu lexicone de agiuns”),37 an effort that lasted twenty-four years,
namely, from 1658, when the rule of George Ghica started, until the time of
anthony ruset and George duca.38

the Lives of the Saints printed by the high prelate of Moldavia reflects the Greek
versions of the Synaxaria, to which the erudite metropolitan added informa-
tion taken from the south slavic versions, from previous romanian transla-
tions (from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries), and even perhaps from a
Moscow edition he had known at least since his trip to Kiev in 1684.39 Nonetheless,
the principal source of the text printed in iaşi seems to have been a Neo-Greek
reworking of the Byzantine Menaia, compiled and printed by Maximos, Bishop
of Cythera (1549–1602), to which would be added symeon Metaphrastes’
Byzantine original (of the tenth century), edited in Glykys’ Greek printing
press of venice, and historical details from the hagiographical legends incorpo-
rated in the Byzantine chronographs of dorotheus of Monemvasia and Matthew
Kigalas, from the seventeenth century. the bibliographical list dosoftei consulted



also comprised the Medio-Bulgarian texts that were in circulation in the romanian
churches of that time and the legends of the romanian saints.40

What might have impelled dosoftei to write and print the Lives of the Saints?
one answer might reside in his desire to show that the gift of holiness also

encompassed the romanian people. another possible explanation for the trans-
lation of this hagiographic text into romanian might be related to the fulfillment
of some needs pertaining to religious practice: at the altar, the sermon could con-
sist of a reading of the life of the saint corresponding to that day. dosoftei
gave thus a book that completed the religious service. and, last but not least,
another answer could connect the printing of the Lives of the Saints to its author’s
intention of giving the believers a beautiful book for reading, a book with a strong
moralizing character.41

having reached the slavic territory between the ninth and the fourteenth cen-
turies, the literature of Byzantium, or the model of the old eastern cultures, which
foregrounds certain literary genres (especially history in the secular domain
and religious literary genres such as hymnography, hagiography, ecclesiastical elo-
quence, etc.) and consigns others (ancient tragedy)42 to oblivion, becomes a source
of inspiration for the entire space of the eastern culture, to which the earlier
romanian culture may also be subsumed. seen from within, the latter can be
placed in its natural framework, and its originality may be determined based
on similar works from the other cultures of the eastern area.43 for example, the
Lives of the Saints devised by dosoftei into four volumes must have represent-
ed, at that time, a genuine literary genre, called by iorga the “novella and the
novel of the Middle ages,”44 which was open to the imagination but also reflect-
ed the real daily life in which the saints were made to act, the type of reading
offered thereby meeting, surely, the expectations of the reader of that time.

the “teachings” of the Lives of the Saints do not stop here. they also include
the contribution that this printed text brought to an interesting synthesis where-
by, in the second half of the seventeenth century, the romanian culture creatively
assimilated (and had done so ever since the sixteenth century) the major
reformation trends manifest in the West. the romanians did not become
lutherans or Calvinists when they came into contact with the reformation; they
did not escape from the eastern confessional area, but the romanian language
became, for the first time in this area, a cultural vehicle with the prestige of a lan-
guage of the “holy” books and service.45 all in all, a gesture born from a need
to reform the eastern Church itself, which was preparing to cross the psycho-
logical border to the modern world.46 as the main promoter of this internal revival,
dosoftei was extremely interested in the “practical manifestation of religiosity,”
in the “evangelization” of the population, assuming even “educational respon-
sibilities” for achieving “social discipline”47 not only in Moldavia, but also in
transylvania.
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the history of the orthodox Church in transylvania in the sixteenth and
the seventeenth centuries strongly reflected the “dynamism” and the “impera-
tives”48 of an era marked by profound political and institutional transforma-
tions. the confessional life of this period of diversity and transformation was
marked, in particular, by a Christianity of a “rural” type, “steeped in animism and
fascinated by miracles,”49 which tried to respect the ecclesiastical tradition and
which abounded in devotional practices related not only to holidays and fast-
ing, but also to the cult of the saints and of the dead. in cultural terms, while
not accepted amongst the official churches but allowed to exist, the eastern Church
remained the most important “institution”50 of the romanians in transylvania,
untainted by any “heresy,”51 which helped the latter to maintain the conscious-
ness of their roman origins.

in dosoftei’s time, the life of the transylvanian romanians and of their Church
was particularly difficult. to the burden of poverty was added the pressure
from the diet that the transylvanian romanians relinquish their ancestral reli-
gious practice and adhere to the reformation, not just in dogmatic, but also in
liturgical and devotional terms, the aspects envisaged being, explicitly, the cult of
the saints and of the dead. the ruling authorities in transylvania encountered,
however, a very strong resistance from the nation that was regarded, together
with its confession in this territory, as merely “tolerated.” the “amazing” fact that
the romanians managed to withstand all threats and remain “steadfast”52 in their
faith and ancestral customs was due primarily, as the specialist literature attests,53

to the hierarchical links between the romanian Church in transylvania and the
one in the romanian Principalities. the unity of ecclesiastical life for all the
romanians was, therefore, of great help to the romanians in transylvania,
since religion became for them synonymous with nationality,54 and the disavowal
of their religion might have been experienced as the loss of their national being.
the patronage of the rulers and metropolitans of Wallachia and Moldavia, already
manifesting itself in the sixteenth century, with the attention granted to Coresi’s
printed texts, would also become significant for the “medieval romanian soli-
darity”55 of the next century. as Wallachia and Moldavia had positioned them-
selves as “traditional protectors”56 of transylvanian orthodoxy (attentive to what
was happening in transylvania, Metropolitan varlaam of Moldavia drew up, in
1644, a Rebuttal to Calvinist Catechism), dosoftei also felt obliged to get involved
in the battle for defending the ancestral religious practice of the transylvanian
romanians, claiming to be firmly against the spreading of heresies in the romanian
orthodox Church of transylvania. through the references inserted in the Lives
of the Saints, he tried to draw attention to the new threat. however, the thought
of the danger posed to the ancestral faith by the Protestant propaganda in
transylvania, keen on strengthening itself in terms of its “institutions and iden-
tity,”57 must have become obsessive, since it would make dosoftei return to the



subject in the abovementioned printed text, directly addressing, only a few pages
later, the Protestant elders, which was unusual for this type of text. By printing
the Lives of the Saints, dosoftei appears to have thought that he could provide
an invincible weapon against schisms and heresies, urging the eastern Church to
defend, redefine and internally consolidate itself.58

With the romanians’ religion itself at stake, the orthodox faith and prac-
tice in transylvania were reviewed from the perspective of the Protestant norms,
and religious books in the romanian language came to be seen as a necessary
instrument in the formation of a new type of believer. on a territory where
missionary strategies employed by the reformation and the Counter reformation
vied for supremacy, the romanian culture tried to exploit the situation and
took initiatives meant to promote writing in the romanian language. the
translation into romanian of the main religious books of the altar and the pew
contributed significantly not only to strengthening the unity of the romanians,
but also consolidated the idea of the unity of the romanian language spoken
in all the territories inhabited by romanians, acutely stressing the need for a
literary, cultivated language for the “romanians everywhere.”59 Moreover, by sur-
passing the natural borders, the circulation of books also acquired a strong
confessional, ideological and political connotation, contributing to the unity
between the romanians in transylvania and those living south and east of the
Carpathians, especially considering that the romanians in transylvania did not
have the privilege of an officially accepted religious institution and could also not
promote the “necessary cultural institutions.”60 if varlaam’s Cazania (homiliary)
of 1643, for example, was much appreciated within the cultural-religious milieus
in transylvania and it is known that three hundred and sixty printed copies
and over fifty manuscripts discovered so far61 circulated in the transylvanian area,
we have no doubt that the printed text of dosoftei’s Lives of the Saints, which had
been given to the churches and monasteries in transylvania, must have enjoyed
a good reception there. the action of the great Moldavian hierarch reveals an
undeniable interest not only in improving the instruments of national cultural
expression,62 but also in using them on a wider scale.

a semiotic perspective on culture63 defines it as memory, the non-hereditary
memory of a community, linked to the experience of the past. the Lives of the
Saints is more than a pew book with a religious, historical and cultural func-
tion; it is more than a book of theological debates or a weapon in the struggle
to defend ancestral religious practices. it is, ultimately, an important period
document. Metropolitan dosoftei seems to have felt the need to “reactualize”
faith, bringing the old time of the saints’ passions into what was the new law
of Christ of Moldavia’s historical present.

intellectually, culturally and politically engaged, some of dosoftei’s “words”
also have a strong political undertone, making obvious references to the social
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problems of his century. the “Word” to John Chrysostom could be a good exam-
ple in this sense, because the tone of reproach that is disseminated between the
lines seems to “reactualize” the feeling of disgruntlement the Moldavian hierarch
experienced in relation to the shortcomings of contemporary society.

A ChurCh BooK or a book for reading, the printed Lives of the Saints acquires
the significance of a cultural gesture indicating that Metropolitan dosoftei’s
scholarly activity was part of the greater effort towards the assertion of

romanian as a liturgical language, revealing its potentialities as a means of expres-
sion through a creative act. the appearance of the Lives of the Saints undoubt-
edly modified the romanian cultural landscape of the late seventeenth century,
influencing the future development of romanian literature and contributing thus
to its emergence, as an individually distinct phenomenon, in a space where the
Byzantine influence prevailed. the Lives of the Saints is, ultimately, not only the
manifestation of the efforts made by the romanian spirituality towards finding
its own means of expression, but also, given the manifold connotations with
which the printed text is laden in the religious and political context of the time,
an instrument of defending the “ancient” religious practices, of reinvigorating
and strengthening the ancestral rite.64
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Abstract
Dosoftei, the Lives of the saints, and the Defense of Ancestral Religious Practices 
in Transylvania

starting from the premise that a hermeneutic and cultural-semiotic approach entails a “cultural dia-
logue” and that it catalyses memory into a “creative and reconstructive process,” this study con-
siders both the religious significance of Metropolitan dosoftei’s Viaþa şi petreacerea svinþilor
(lives of the saints) (1682–1684), and the functions whereby this particular cultural romanian
text gains individuality. Whether regarded as a church book or a book for reading, the printed
text entitled Lives of the Saints acquires the significance of a cultural gesture that evinces not only
the effort undertaken towards allowing romanian spirituality to find its own means of expres-
sion, but also the endeavor to turn it into an instrument defending ancestral practices, replenish-
ing and consolidating the ancestral worship. opening generous and diverse avenues of study, the
Lives of the Saints lends itself very well to a theological analysis, and its printed text may become
a valuable document for historical research (more specifically, for the history of mentalities) on
the issue of Moldavian and transylvanian denominations during the late seventeenth century.
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